ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
hen studying some classes of people or entities, it may be impossible to study the whole population and it might even be infeasible or impossible to obtain a large enough sample to be able to use traditional statistical methods. As new data science and computational statistics methods become popular, they are offering alternative "computationally intensive" and "distribution free" methods for analysis that may permit the study of even small samples. Foremost of these methods are the "Monte Carlo" family of analytics. While well known in some areas of mathematical physics, computer science, and certain areas of management science, the Monte Carlo techniques have now become mainstream and are easily applied by business students and professionals across the business disciplines to analyze real data without invoking traditional normality assumptions.
Designed to introduce Monte Carlo methods, this paper also presents a synopsis of multiple imputation methods for estimating and extrapolating characteristics of small samples to larger classes. This paper is written for use as a supplement for classroom instruction, an introduction for students and faculty interested in pursuing these methods in their research, and as an overview for those generally interested in modern data analytics.
Our paper begins with a general overview, a review of the colorful history of Monte Carlo analysis and an overview of key principles. We next provide several useful business examples and show how those examples can be implemented by students and faculty using a popular "off the shelf" spreadsheet add-ins for performing such analysis. Detailed instructions for using the spreadsheet add-ins are attached in the appendix.
BASIC FRAMEWORK AND DISCUSSION
Initially, early versions of the Monte Carlo method were often applied only to specific applications, such as estimating the value of π or in estimating the t-distribution. As it is now however, the Monte Carlo method can be applied widely and will consistently provide excellent statistical assessment of and predictions for a class, whatever that class may be. Unfortunately, it is often only the mathematicians, scientists, statisticians, or economic consultants who understand what Monte Carlo methods are and how they work. The intent of the rest of this paper is to explain Monte Carlo methods in a clear and straightforward manner. Let us start with a basic framework.
Suppose that somehow information is obtained from a subset of a class. Perhaps several students in a finance course were randomly selected to complete a questionnaire regarding learning styles; or, perhaps a professor chose a sample of final exams to grade to provide guidelines to teaching assistants; or, perhaps a group of stocks was chosen from the class of "Large Capitalization Growth Stocks" and subjected to accounting analysis; or, to use a business law example, perhaps a group of litigants in a class action were deposed and the results of those depositions were used to estimate characteristics of the larger legal class.
Suppose that a sample of 10 was taken from a class of 50. Say the data collected from the sample were 1,3,3,5,5,9,2,4,5,1. Using basic statistics, the mean of this series is 3.8 and the sample standard error (the sample standard deviation divided by the square root of the sample size) is 0.757 (= 2.394/(10^0.5)). Using the assumptions of normality, one might expect that the class average would be within +/-2.262*.757 =1.712 of 3.8, resulting in a confidence interval of (2.088,5.512). If instead a Monte Carlo bootstrap was set up, the results would still be a mean value of 3.8 but a 95% confidence interval of (3.18,4.36) . This difference is because the small underlying empirical distribution of the sample did not follow a normal distribution well.
Monte Carlo
Notice that the 95% confidence interval estimated by the bootstrap Monte Carlo is tighter than the confidence interval calculated when it is assumed that the sample fits a normal distribution. Why does using a bootstrap Monte Carlo result in a tighter, stronger estimate?
First of all, a Monte Carlo bootstrap does not assume that the sample class is normally distributed. In other words, it does not assume that the sample fits into a smooth symmetric pattern where the average and mode lie practically in the center of the class where the median is. Typically, a class does not perfectly fit into a normal distribution and instead fits into one of a multitude of distributions or does not fit any distribution at all. Because a Monte Carlo bootstrap does not assume normality, it allows you to use the information that you have about the sample to estimate characteristics about the class regardless of the type of distribution it fits, or even if the sample does not fit any distribution at all.
Monte Carlo for Samples with no Distribution
When a computer runs a Monte Carlo simulation, the program takes the original values from the sample and records them as the initial pool of inputs. This is called a "bootstrap." In our initial example that means that the computer records the values 1,3,3,5,5,9,2,4,5,1 as the inputs that will be used later. Then the program generates another sample of the same size, in our case a sample of size ten. In order to generate this new sample, the program pulls the values for each entry in the sample from the original pool of values. While it would be easy to believe that this new sample is practically identical to the original sample, that is not the case here for one important reason. When conducting a Monte Carlo bootstrap, the program draws a value from the initial pool of values, then records that value as a data point in the new sample, and finally returns that value to the initial pool of values so that it may be used again. This is repeated for every data point until the new sample is complete, and then continued until the program has generated as many samples as you desire. Resampling is the term used to describe this entire process.
Fortunately, the Monte Carlo bootstrap does not stop here, or else the result would simply be tens, or hundreds, or thousands of samples with no statistic that describes the characteristics of the data or the overall class. After each sample is generated, the program can calculate the mean, and the upper and lower percentiles for a confidence interval of your choosing. Note that these statistics are the basic statistical results from a Monte Carlo bootstrap and with certain programs you will have the option of obtaining additional statistical values. With these values in hand you can continue to describe your sample.
Monte Carlo for Samples with a Distribution
Now that you can see the fundamentals underlying a basic Monte Carlo bootstrap, the next step is to consider what happens when your sample fits a distribution. In that case the Monte Carlo bootstrap once again generates new values for subsequent samples, in other words resamples. Instead of using the values of the original sample as the initial pool however, this time the program draws values from a distribution where the mean and standard deviation are the mean and standard deviation of the original sample. From here on, the process is identical to the process described above.
Multiple Imputation and Monte Carlo
Surely at this point, Monte Carlo bootstrap sounds wonderful, that is until you ask the question of how you are supposed to use a Monte Carlo bootstrap when you only possess incomplete data. Obtaining or possessing incomplete data plagues many statistical analyses on a regular basis. Fortunately, there has been much research and discussion on this matter and how to solve or ameliorate the issue.
The answer lies in a concept known as imputation. Imputation is the practice and procedure by which the gaps or missing pieces of information in the data are filled with appropriate estimates or even removed. Regardless of which type of imputation you choose to apply to your incomplete data it is always important to remember to clearly state what changes you have made to your data set before analyzing it. Although the realm of imputation is quite vast, a discussion of the basics and some pitfalls is necessary to make you a bit more informed about the matter.
Knowing why data are missing from your data set is often key in being able to distinguish and select an appropriate method of imputation. As outlined by Donald B. Rubin (1976, p. 584) and more thoroughly by Stef van Buuren (2012, p. 6-7), there are three main types of missing data. Missing data can be predominately classified as missing at random, missing completely at random or not missing at random (van Buuren, 2012, p. 7). Data are missing at random when the probability that a value is missing is the same as for any other value in the same group (note that this does not mean that the probability that values are missing is the same across the groups) (van Buuren, 2012, p. 7). As for data that is missing completely at random, the chance that a value is missing is the same across the whole data set (van Buuren, 2012, p. 7). The presence of data that are missing completely at random is rare and unlikely (van Buuren, 2012, p. 7). When data are classified as not missing at random, the data are missing in such a fashion that you do not know why they are missing (van Buuren, 2012, p. 7). Below we discuss the appropriate types of imputation to be used in each case.
Unless your data are missing completely at random there are a few types of imputation that you want to avoid. When you delete the observations containing missing data values, you are using listwise deletion (van Buuren, 2012, p. 8-9). Similarly, pairwise deletion works by taking the correlation between two variables into account and is also inappropriate to use unless your data are missing completely at random (van Buuren, 2012, p. 9-10). Why? If you already have a smaller data set it can be very costly in terms of information loss to simply delete entire entries. Also, if the data are not missing completely at random, it is quite possible that the missing data are inherently different than the available data. As such, any estimated statistics based on the existing data may be biased and skewed (van Buuren, 2012, p. 8-10).
Mean imputation, a type of single imputation, is a process by which you calculate the mean for the existing data and use the mean to fill in the 'gaps.' While this might sound like a good idea, if the data are not missing completely at random, then the mean will be initially biased, skewing the imputed data and throwing off all other statistics and calculations done on the imputed data (van Buuren, 2012, p. 10-11). If the data are missing completely at random however, the mean (of the data that is present) will not be biased (van Buuren, 2012, p. 10-11). Regardless that the mean will not be biased, mean imputation will produce biased estimates of any statistical value and "underestimate the [aggregate] variance," (van Buuren, 2012, p. 10-11). van Buuren even recommends that mean imputation should only be used when the amount of missing data is minute (van Buuren, 2012, p. 10-11).
While it would be advisable to avoid the types of imputation that are mentioned above, the type of imputation that we discuss next is a much stronger option. Unlike single imputation methods, multiple imputation creates a pool of plausible values (2 or more) for each missing value (Rubin, 1988, p. 80) . It then fills in each missing entry with a value from each entry's corresponding pool of replacement values (Rubin, 1988, p. 80) . Continuing until each value from each replacement pool has been used (Rubin, 1988 , p. 80), the process generates two or more complete data sets across which the observed data are the same and only the imputed data values vary (van Buuren, 2012, p. 16). At this point, the process of imputation is complete.
Calculating statistical estimates that describe each of the completed data sets is now possible. Furthermore, it is possible to obtain summary statistical estimates for the class. A unique feature of multiple imputation is that because it has multiple replacement values for each missing value, it allows you to calculate a confidence interval for each observation and for the class as a whole. The confidence interval for the class takes into account not only the variation within each complete data set but also includes the variation between the completed data sets (van Buuren, 2012, p. 44, 49). The reason why this is helpful is summed up by de Waal, Pannekoek, and Scholtus quite nicely: "multiple imputation was meant from the outset as a method to provide not only a solution to the missing data problem by imputation but also to reflect the uncertainty inherent in the imputation," (de Waal, et al. 2011, p. 266).
Note that, "imputation is not prediction," (van Buuren, 2012, p. 46) and should not be used as such. Another important distinction that van Buuren makes is that, "the goal of multiple imputation is to obtain statistically valid inferences from incomplete data," and it should not be used in an attempt to "re-create the lost data," (2012, p. 45).
EXAMPLES
In this section, we will provide five examples of how to use imputation and Monte Carlo. As you will see, Monte Carlo simulations do not just apply to math, physics and science, but have many applications to business related topics.
The Dinner Party
Suppose you are planning the food budget for a college awards dinner. 300 people were invited and have accepted, however, 100 of the individuals have still not returned their "vegan, gluten-free, chicken, or fish" card indicating what they would want to eat. What should be ordered? This is an example where "multiple imputation" may be applied with Monte Carlo. Or, you could order proportionally. What would the margin of error tell you? What is the range that you would expect? (Suppose you prepare the upper 95% confidence interval for each option.) Next, assign every meal type a different numerical value and create a key or a legend with this information in it so that you do not forget what each numerical value represents. In our example we have assigned a value to each meal type so that vegan = 1, gluten-free = 2, chicken = 3, and fish = 4. Now that you have your legend, appropriately fill in the third column (column C) with these numerical values. Remember to label each column appropriately.
In a new tab of the Excel spreadsheet, go down to the fourth row and click into a cell in the first column, you will want to leave some room at the top for calculations done later. Starting with that cell, enter the numbers 1 through 100 in ascending order. Label that column something like 'Guest_Number.' Now in the next few steps you will be implementing multiple imputation. In the cell to the right of number 1 use a RANDBETWEEN function to generate a random number between one and two hundred. Copy this cell down for 100 cells. Label this column as something like 'Guest_Chosen.' In the cell two cells to the right of number 1 create a VLOOKUP function that looks up the chosen guest number in the cell to the left on the previous sheet (Sheet 1) and returns the meal value that corresponds to that guest number. Label this column something like, 'Dinner_Type.' Note that in this case we are not having Excel randomly choose values from any distribution, rather we are pointing Excel to randomly choose a value from the distribution of meals actually requested by guests. Now we could simply run a Monte Carlo on this and determine the average and confidence interval for each individual this way. However, in almost all instances the mean will turn out to be three (winner, winner, chicken dinner!) but intuitively we know that there must be some people who would prefer or even need one of the other meal choices, so ordering 100 chicken dinners does not make sense. Therefore, instead of running a Monte Carlo at this stage we press on a little further to gain a bit more insight.
Part of the problem here is that the values for each dinner (vegan=1, gluten-free=2, etc.) are arbitrary. Thus a mean of 3 indicating chicken doesn't have the meaning most people expect from a mean. Someone might mistakenly believe that the mean of 3 means we are somehow "below" fish and "above" gluten-free but this makes no sense. We could have just as easily set chicken = 1 in which case the mean would be one, which would be "below" glutenfree, chicken, and fish. The order of the numbers are arbitrary; this can cause confusion to others who did not design the experiment. Below, we show how to address this issue.
In the third cell to the right of number 1, create an "if" function that returns a 1 if the value in the Dinner_Type cell directly to its left is a 1 and a 0 otherwise. Copy this formula down for one hundred cells and then repeat this in the next three columns so that there is an "if" function that returns a 1 for each of the meal types if that number turns up. Finally, create sum formulas above these columns so that you know how many of each meal type have appeared.
In the last portion write formulas that will obtain the mean and percentiles for the number of meals for each meal type. There should be 4 functions for the mean, and four for each percentile since there are only 4 meal types.
After running a simulation with 1,000 iterations, we had an average of 3.472 vegan meals, 1.977 gluten-free meals, 56.547 chicken meals, and 38.014 fish meals. Of course, you can't order partial meals, so with rounding you would order 3 vegan meals, 2 gluten-free meals, 57 chicken meals, and 38 fish meals for a total of 100 extra meals.
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Quality Control
Let us say that you are teaching a class in a large lecture auditorium. After you give an exam you randomly place each exam into one of four batches and give the batches to your four teaching assistants for them to grade. After your teaching assistants have graded the exams and entered the grades with their identifier (their initials appear in the cell next to each of the exams grades), you want to test whether the four batches of exams are reasonably similar to the grades that a fair grader would give, or if one of your teaching assistants is a bit too lenient or tough on grading. This is a perfect opportunity to use Monte Carlo.
Let us say that you have a list of grades that were given on this exam from this same course in a previous semester by a fair grader. And since you now have grades given on this exam by four new graders, you would like to see whether these new exam grades fall into a reasonable range when compared to the old fair grades. How would you determine this?
Admittedly, there are perhaps several ways that you could accomplish this. One way would be to determine the distribution of the old fair grades, run a Monte Carlo simulation that randomly draws values from that distribution and then estimates the overall average, and confidence interval. After accomplishing that, for each new set of scores, you would find the average of the scores and then determine whether that average falls within the confidence interval. If it falls within the confidence interval, then you might conclude that the new grader is within the range of "fairness," however, if the new grader's scoring average falls below or above the range of the confidence interval, then you might conclude that the new grader is too lenient or too tough, respectively.
While this would be a perfectly acceptable process, you may not be able to easily determine what distribution the old fair grades belong to. Thankfully, you do have a list of values for the old fair grades, and with this list you can run a Monte Carlo bootstrap which will help you estimate the mean, standard deviation, confidence intervals and other statistics. Here is how to accomplish this. To set this up, let us momentarily assume that the fair grader graded 50 exams. As such there are 50 exam scores that were graded fairly and can be used as a basis for the simulation.
In a new Excel spreadsheet, enter an index column with the values 1 through 50, let us say that you put this in column A. Enter or paste in the 50 fair exam scores in the next column, i.e. in column B. Subsequently, create a formula in the cells of column C that returns a randomly chosen value between 1 and 50. Then in the cells of column D write a VLOOKUP formula that will return whatever value lies in the cell directly to the right of the randomly chosen index number. In other terms, =VLOOKUP(C,$A$1:$B$50,2,FALSE).
Once this is complete, you can run a Monte Carlo simulation and receive estimates of the mean and standard deviation. This estimate of the mean will provide you with an idea of what the average score should approximately be for any batch of fairly graded exams. Granted, it will be rare that the average score for any batch of exams exactly matches this estimate, but this is why you also have an estimated confidence interval. A 95% confidence interval tells you that you are 95% confident that the true value of the average of fairly graded exams lies somewhere within that range. For future purposes then, it is highly unlikely that any batch of fairly graded exams should have a mean score that is below or above the range of the 95% confidence interval.
Now that you have these estimates, you can compare the average score of each TA's batch of graded exams to the average score of the fairly graded exams and determine whether they fall inside or outside of the confidence interval. Keep in mind that the results are estimates, and although Monte Carlo simulations provide highly accurate results, you still need to interpret the results in a logical and reasonable manner. What we mean by this, is that just because the average score from one TA's exam batch lies just above the upper bound of the confidence interval does not mean that the TA is too lenient of a grader. Remember that the average/mean is skewed by outliers. Thus, you would need to assess the exam scores given by that TA to see whether any high outliers occurred, and then review that student's exam to see if it was indeed graded appropriately. This situation is the same if the average score from one TA's exam batch lies just below the lower bound of the confidence interval.
As you can see there are a plethora of available applications for a situation similar to our TA grading example, and it is highly likely that this can be applied in your field of work. Regardless, for these types of comparison situations be cautious of falling into the trap of using confidence intervals as a strict law of accept or reject. Use the statistical estimates from your Monte Carlo to help you dig deeper into borderline graders, experiments, bids, or quality production factories.
Another Take on Quality Control
Suppose you are performing a test of the 'class' of new computers delivered for a large campus lab (your firm's IT, HR, or sales department, whatever best applies to you), but you don't want to check every computer. How many have the proper software already installed?
Let us say that you had 200 new computers delivered and need to check whether the computers have the proper software, that you purchased, installed. You do not have the time to check all 200 but have the time to sample thirty of the computers. You randomly select 30 computers and have your IT crew assess whether each has the proper software installed. The IT crew finds that ten of the thirty computers do not have the proper software already installed. While you might desire to immediately assume that a third, or 33%, of the 200 new computers do not have software properly installed, it is possible that you randomly selected the only 10 computers, or randomly selected a majority of computers that do not have the proper software. As such you want to statistically assess approximately how many of the computers need software installed. This is a good time to use Monte Carlo, so here is how you would do it.
In the top left-hand corner of a blank spreadsheet, create a legend that assigns two separate values to the computers with or without the correct software. We have chosen to label computers that do not have the proper software installed with a one, and the computers with the correct software with a zero. A few columns over, create an index that numbers each computer so that you have a list of 1 through 200. To the right of the index in the first 30 slots, enter the appropriate 1's and 0's to represent the computers that you discovered that did or did not have software.
Subsequently, for the computers that your IT crew did not personally check (the computers indexed as 31-200) write the formula =RANDBETWEEN(1,30) into the column to the left of the index column. Then in the column with the 1's and 0's, write a VLOOKUP formula that will lookup up the value from the RANDBETWEEN function in the first thirty computers and return a 1 or a 0 indicating whether the computer has the software or not. Once you have copied the VLOOKUP formula down, have Excel calculate the sum of the 1's. This will give you an estimate of how many computers do not have the proper software installed.
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It is important to note that the RANDBETWEEN and VLOOKUP functions do not affect the values from the original 30 computers sampled. Those values stay the same because they are what they are. Altering these initial set values in any way would undermine the simulation and bias the estimated results.
At this point, you may want to run a simulation or write additional formulas that will return the mean, confidence interval, standard deviation, etc. of the sum of computers without software from each iteration of a simulation. If you chose or needed to write additional formulas, then run the simulation afterwards with the add-in or program of your choice.
When we ran our own simulation for this example, the program estimated that on average, the number of computers without software out of the 200 was 66.584, or 67 computers. This told us that on average 0.33292 or 33.29% of the computers did not have the proper software installed. Notice that this estimate is extremely close to the proportion of computers without the proper software installed in your sample. While it was possible for you to make the same assessment based on your IT crew's initial search, this example shows you just how precise Monte Carlo simulations are. The same preciseness generated from the Monte Carlo simulation here, is generated in all Monte Carlo simulations that are properly set up, regardless of the complexity or simplicity of the scenario involving the class.
Cheating or Not Cheating?
Suppose you are teaching a large section of a 100-level class and just gave the first exam with 50 multiple choice questions. While grading, you find that there are two exams that have many matching incorrect answers. You want to test whether these two students are copying answers on an exam. But how do you accomplish this? Well, you can use the results of the exam to calculate the probability that a particular question is answered incorrectly and then use Monte Carlo simulation to estimate the probability that these two students would make the same errors on their exams.
First and foremost, you need to have some automated way to ascertain which pairs of the student's matching answers are incorrect answers. One way this can be accomplished is by setting up a spreadsheet in Excel that successfully tells us how many pairs of matching incorrect answers exist in the two students' exams. First, make sure that the actual answers are entered into column A. Note that regardless of whether you use letters or numbers to indicate the answers, this process will work. In columns B and C enter the two student's complete set of answers, one student's answers in the first column and the other student's answers in the second column. Then, in column D, write an IF formula that will return the answer value if the students answers match each other's and a zero otherwise. This formula should look something like =IF(B2=C2,B2,0) and means that if the students responded with the same answer for this particular question, return the answer; if not, return a zero. Finally, in column E write a similar formula that will compare the answer in column D to the actual answer listed in column A. If you used numerical values to represent the answers, then this formula should look like, =IF(D2=A2,0,IF (D2>0,1,0) ). However, if you used letters, then it should look like =IF(D2=A2,0,IF (D2<>A2,1,0) ). The formula means that if both students answered the question correctly, return a zero; if however the students answers did not match the correct answer, but they matched each other's answers, then return a one, otherwise zero. The last step would be to insert a row above all of these columns and, in one cell, write a formula that tells you exactly how many of the student's incorrect answers are matching. Now you might be wondering why we chose to assign a zero to the correct answers and a one to incorrect answers. You are attempting to answer a problem regarding the incorrect answers, not the correct answers, and by assigning a one to the incorrect answers it becomes possible to obtain estimates regarding the frequency and probability of matching incorrect answers occurring. This would not be possible if you assigned a zero to the incorrect answers. Why? Recall that in many of these problems you have obtained the mean and some other statistical estimates that rely on the value of the mean. If all of the data points that you are trying to look at are zeros then the sum, average, and everything else will be zeros too.
Alright, so you have completed setting up a series of columns and formulas that provides you with the number of times in which the students have matching incorrect answers. But what comes next? Next, you should run a Monte Carlo simulation that estimates the average number of times students have matching incorrect answers. Once you have done this, write a short formula that divides the average number of times students have matching incorrect answers on a test by the number of questions on the exam. This is the proportion of the time that this event occurs for these two exams.
Of course, this proportion is, by itself, inconsequential. However, note that roughly 25% of the time two individuals will randomly pick the same answer regardless of whether that matching answer is incorrect or not. Whatever proportion you receive from you Monte Carlo simulation then should be compared this this value.
Think about it for a moment, if any two students have studied then it is much more likely for them to select the correct answer. And since there is only one correct answer for each problem it is highly likely that any two well studied students will have matching correct answers. But let us say that there are four options for every multiple choice question, then three of the options are wrong. While there is a high probability that a student will pick an incorrect answer, the probability that two students will pick the same incorrect answer is much lower.
Keeping Track of Time
Suppose that you have two factories that produce the same product with the same process, and both have several thousand employees. One (Factory B) keeps perfect time records of the hours their employees work. The other, your factory, Factory A, has a time clock system that stopped working properly a year ago and thus had imperfect records for the last year. In order to avoid a law suit, you must estimate the hours worked by the employees in Factory A over the last year. Using the good time records from Factory B as a basis you can then run Monte Carlo simulation to estimate the appropriate hours employees worked at Factory A.
Since you do not have any accurate records from your factory (Factory A), you will have to rely on the time records from the other factory (Factory B). Of course you could go through and log or record all the time logs from the Factory B, but that will require more time and money than you have at your disposal. To further complicate matters, some employees are regular factory workers, some are inspectors, and some are managers. At times the hours worked by employees from each of the three groups vary widely; furthermore, the wage rates are at different levels for each of the three groups. So if you do not have the time to record all the time logs from Factory B, and the workers in your factory are from different groups and are paid at different rates, then how can you appropriately estimate the hours and pay your employees the right amount?
You could take a per pay period average of the hours worked by members of each of the three groups from Factory B, however if you assigned these three averages to each member of each respective group, you would end up overpaying some workers and underpaying others. The workers you would be overpaying probably wouldn't mind, but the workers you would be underpaying would not be happy and likely seek work somewhere else, maybe even at Factory B. Of course, you don't want that to happen since the people who worked more than the average are probably your harder working employees and you do not want to lose them! Using a Monte Carlo bootstrap is an excellent alternative. First of all, it will solve your first problem of not having enough time or money to enter all the hourly data provided by Factory B. With Monte Carlo you will only need the hourly data from a sample of randomly chosen individuals, not from the entire class of employees. Secondly, the Monte Carlo simulation will provide you with a point estimate and a range of possible hours for each individual, not just one estimate for the whole class. Of course, you can still obtain aggregated estimates, but this solves your original concern of not being able to provide each person with an individualized value.
First, you will need to collect three randomly sampled groups of employee records, one random sample for each type of employee, general employees, inspectors, and managers. To make things straightforward, say you decide to randomly sample the hourly records of fifty employees from each of the three types of employees at Factory B. Next, you would create a spreadsheet that listed the hours worked per employee from Factory B per pay period. Create one sheet like this for each of the three employee types. For future purposes, make sure that you index each employee from Factor B with a number, such as one to fifty.
Subsequently, on a fourth and separate sheet you would create an index in one column (like we did in the previous examples) so that you have one row identified for each individual from Factory A. Unlike our previous examples however, perhaps you could use an employee ID number in place of a standard indexed value to index the employees. When you do this, it would be a good idea to create another column that indicated which employee type each individual was. For example, if the particular employee was a general employee perhaps you would key them in with a 1, an inspector as a 2, and a manager as a 3. If you create this column indicating whether an employee belongs to the general, inspector, or manager employee type, then you can use sorting or filtering to view the result for just one employee type if ever the need arises.
In the next (third) column, you will want to write a RANDBETWEEN function that returns a randomly chosen value between one and fifty (recall that you have sampled fifty Factory B employees from each employee type). In the fourth column, write a formula that takes into account the type of employee each individual is and the value produced by the RANDBETWEEN function in the third column and then uses these two pieces of information to look at the appropriate sheet and return the total number of hours worked by an employee in Factory B. Then in the fifth column write another formula that returns a particular wage rate value according to each individuals' employee type. Lastly, in the sixth column write a simple formula that is the value in column four multiplied by the value in column five, i.e. the values in column six will equal the amount of money that each employee will receive for their work in the last year.
Now that you have finished setting up the spreadsheet, it is time to run a Monte Carlo simulation. After running a Monte Carlo simulation, regardless of which program you use, you should end up with at least a mean, standard deviation, and confidence interval for the earnings of each employee. You can always sum these earnings to understand how much money Factory A will need to doll out, however the point here is that you can and should obtain earnings estimates for each employee.
Two appendices continue the discussion of how you can use Monte Carlo simulation to estimate statistics regarding a class of anything. The appendices provide detailed steps for downloading, installing, and using two different simulation software programs to run Monte Carlo simulations. One of the programs we discuss, called Poptools, is a free add-in that is used in Excel, and the other program, called RiskAMP, is a reasonably priced commercial program that smoothly interfaces with Excel.
CONCLUSION
Since the early 1700s, Monte Carlo style techniques have been used to estimate the values of unknown parameters. Through the diligent efforts of Stanislaw Ulam, John von Neumann and several others, what we know of today as Monte Carlo was transformed from an obscure method of resampling that was limited by the constrains of time and human based computations, into a revolutionary technique that steam-lined and freed the method from its earlier constraints by recruiting the help of early programmable computers.
A remarkable aspect of the current Monte Carlo is that it is "distribution free". This simulation process does not require the data from your class (group) to fit any particular type of distribution or, in fact, any distribution as all. The beauty of this is that you often do not know whether the data from your class fits a particular distribution, and even if you do, it might fit a peculiar and often unused distribution. Some computer programs designed to run Monte Carlo simulations contain features to account for the presence of a distribution or to completely ignore one altogether. Additionally, Monte Carlo simulation is applicable to more analysis situations by incorporating multiple imputation to correct for missing answers or missing values; this method is preferred to filling missing values with means (mean imputation) or merely deleting the records with missing fields (listwise deletion or pairwise deletion). Whether you are planning an enormous dinner party, evaluating the work of your TA's or students, working in the IT department, or running analysis as an HR specialist, you can employ the use of Monte Carlo to generate statistically sound estimates even when your data are missing valuable pieces of information.
